
 
Here are the minutes from the meeting on January 13, 2008 held at Fairway Flyerz Disc 

store: 

  

Meeting was called to order by President Coach Dave Pennington @ 3:40 

In attendance: 

Dave Pennington- President  Steve Yee- Vice President  

Brad Junnila- Treasurer   Mike Snelson- Secretary  

Dan Johnson- E Zone Coordinator Todd Erickson- W Zone Coordinator 

Adam Gorres- N Zone Coordinator 

Tom Hammes Chuck Kennedy Dave Lynch Bill Ashton Ian Ashton    

Unexcused absence- Brian Gustafson 

 

Minutes of 12/8/07 meeting were approved 

 

Treasurer report 

 $5231 in account. No payables and only a couple receivables lingering from 2007, 

which Brad will rectify. Brad is also going to prepare a tax report and file it for the 

2007 year. 

 

Membership report 

 According to Tom (and mike) the MFA has 68 current members, plus the four from the 

Fairway Freezer that Dan submitted. Mike said there were only the most recent 10 members 

that have not received their membership packet and Tom is keeping on top of it. Mike 

asked if Todd was current due to not seeing his name on the list and Steve mentioned that 

he had renewed at the Fall membership drive. Mike would look into it. Coach officially 

handed the P. O. Box key to Tom with brief instructions.  

 Brad is going to do a membership cost analysis and report back to the board, to 

assure correct membership dues. This started a fast debate between all members about 

having an optional Floater subscription with a reduced membership cost, posting the 

Floater on line accessible to only current members. Dave suggested that there be an ‘e-

Floater’ send rather than printing mass quantities. The BOD agreed that (at the least) we 

need to have some Floaters in print for archival and new membership uses. They should 

also be available for perusal at the MST events. Item was tabled until next meeting. 

 

Bag Tag report 

 Kuito not present. No bag tag report. Adam mentioned he has a supply to sell at 

the north zone events. Dan suggested that all zone coordinators should have a supply at 

any of the MFA- backed events.  

 

Old Business: 

 

South Zone not represented 

 Brian not present. Sanctions pending… Coach reiterated the importance of finding 

an alternate if ANYONE cannot make a meeting. Mike said that this is a difficult thing to 

enforce especially with a volunteer organization and was also one key reason why there 

had not been much progress in the past.  

 

Floater Publisher 

 Brian Donahue was not able to attend the meeting. The overall consensus is that 

between all the board members we have plenty of content to publish a Floater so let’s do 



it! All write-ups should be submitted to B.D. by January 31st. Steve will e-mail and 

follow up with B.D. to gain a publisher needs list for next meeting, and to keep ball 

rolling with the Floater. The board agreed that with the new technologies of e-mail and 

internet the Floater may be better if accessed on line but we would still want some hard 

copies. Mike said that John had stated that we have the possibility of allowing only 

current MFA members access to certain areas of the MFA website, and we could post the 

Floater on line for a considerable savings over printing and mailing the same issues. 

Brad said he would do a cost analysis on this as part of the membership costing study. 

 

Course clean-up projects 

 Zone coordinators were asked to make a list of things that needed to be done 

within their zones. Steve mentioned that more garbage cans and signs to alleviate litter 

could be placed in the parks. Dan said that even if the cities put the cans in place they 

don’t empty them. Todd stated that the course contacts need to be more involved and 

informed. Bill mentioned that most cities have these items in their budgets. Dan 

suggested that we get contacts for city personnel, and forward them to the course 

contacts. Dave asked if trash has always been a problem and was quickly educated on the 

ongoing battle that the dedicated disc golfer has had to endure over the years, and that 

much of the litter problem, even though not generated by the disc golfer, gets the blame 

placed on the disc golfer and it is the disc golfer that suffers when a course is pulled 

because of the litter problem. Chuck suggested we reinstate the Adopt-A-Hole program that 

was instrumental in cleaning up Oakwood Park. He also suggested that we could instill a 

“Course Captain” whose job would be one of acquiring the local assistance needed to keep 

on top of the problem. Adam asked if it would be possible to have the Sun Dog league do 

some of the clean-up, as an on-going part of their event, and the MFA could provide the 

trash bags to sweeten the deal, awards for the most trash picked up, as well as reward 

those that continually do the job. Tom said that Timmy Gill and Matt Koerner (T/Ds for 

Sundog league) would probably be all for this, and if the MFA made it available it will 

happen. 

 

Scorecards 

 John K was not present. The BOD voiced concern about printing 10m, thinking that 

the amount was way too much. Chuck said that he has sent a contact to John that may allow 

him to find a way to purchase the same cards in a smaller quantity, and that John is 

working on it. 

 

Mider Cup 

 Todd said that Timmy G. has donated a trophy to the MFA for the Mider Cup. This 

item was tabled. 

 

New Business: 

 

Overall sponsorship 

 Adam said he has been volunteered to be the liaison to the BOD for the overalls 

events. Dave stated that it would be detrimental to the MFA if the club were not a key 

sponsor of the Overalls. Since there are no costs nailed down for any Overalls event 

expenditures yet the Board asked to table this. 

 

Granting Paul Thompson lifetime membership 

 Coach said Paul, being an MFA founding father and continuing to be a driving force 

in educating individuals in disc sports, should be made a MFA Lifetime member. A rousing 

discussion entailed about whom are the current lifetime members, and how is that 

performed, what are the costs, and what are the criteria required to be a lifetime 

member. Mike affirmed past board’s actions on approval of the Minnesota Disc Sports Hall 

Of Fame members being made lifetime MFA members. Chuck suggested we make Paul a current 

member until 2010, to capitalize on Paul’s Overalls expertise and his efforts to bring 

the World Overalls to Minnesota in 2010. If Paul is inducted in to the MnDSHOF then he 



would be made a lifetime member. The Board unanimously approved both motions. Mike would 

take care of updating his status in the membership worksheet. 

 

Business cards 

 Dave offered two styles, generated by Derek Tonn, of a generic (no name) business 

card to be given out at events, etc. After a brief discussion Coach said to go with it 

and get some made up.  

 

August 2nd meeting change 

 The 8/2/08 meeting change is being discussed because Coach wants to have at least 

one meeting in each zone and this would be a viable choice. The only other  MST in the 

north zone (at this time) is the Lake Superior Open in Duluth. Adam will meet with the 

St. Cloud tournament T/Ds to inquire about the Riverside and Millstream Opens being an 

MST, and if so, we may opt to have the meetings a little closer to the Twin Cities and 

Saint Cloud individuals.  

 

Overalls incorporating in to Majestic 

 It was brought up by Steve that we should have more Overalls events in with the 

MST events. After a quick discussion it was agreed to approach Timmy to see about 

incorporating some Overalls events as a spectator sport, in to the Majestic. Mike stated 

that the sod fields at BRP would make a great Ultimate or DDC court, and Dave suggested 

we have some events also at HSSA as part of the final day’s events. This was tabled. 

 

Goal setting 

 Brad submitted a list of his goals for the MFA and challenged the BOD to do the 

same. Dan looked over list and said that his goals mirrored Brad’s. The others reviewed 

Brad’s list and (essentially) agreed with Dan. Coach asked that each member submit their 

own ideas of goals for the MFA by next meeting. 

 

MFA Merchandise for sale 

 Mike asked that we have MFA specific merchandise available for events- especially 

at the Majestic- to get added revenue for the club. All agreed. Todd will talk with Alan 

Hansen-Begg about getting some shirts, hats, towels made up. 

 

MFA file cabinet  

 Bill asked who had the MFA file cabinet, the one holding archival items from past 

boards. Mike said Matt Koerner had offered it to him years ago, but it never 

materialized. Mike will follow up with Matt to ascertain the file. 

 

MFA Event promotional material 

 Adam asked if there was any MFA promotional material available to hand out at 

events. Dave said he is working on a promo pack and hw will have it ready for the first 

MST. 

 

Board determined that it had drank enough of Mike’s beer and adjourned. 

  


